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Section I – MRAP
The State of Michigan
Barricaded gunman in Grosse Pointe Park in custody

Section I – MRAP

The State of Vermont – Emergency Operations

Vermont Department of Public Safety
Division of Emergency Management & Homeland Security
Press Release
July 20, 2015
2:30 a.m.

Contact:
Mark Bosma, VT DEMHS: 802-839-6717 or 800-347-0488

Vermont State Emergency Operations Center stages assets to assist in flooding response

Waterbury, VT – The Vermont Division of Emergency Management & Homeland Security has activated the State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to assist communities in storm response. Among the current activities is the coordination of search and rescue teams to assist in evacuations of residents in flooded areas.

Colchester Technical Rescue, Stowe Mountain Rescue, the Vermont State Police Tactical Unit, and the Vermont National Guard are staged in Barre city to assist with evacuations there or any other areas. The areas of greatest impact right now appear to be Barre City, Plainfield, and the surrounding areas.

There are a number of road interruptions due to the storms with a handful of state roads closed or reduced to one lane. Those include a handful of locations along Route 2 (including Plainfield and Groton), Route 14 in East Montpelier, Route 302 at Richardson Road in Barre, and others. If possible, motorists are encouraged to avoid the Plainfield area as several local roads are closed there.

Officials in Barre City are asking motorists to seek alternate routes around Brook Street, Maple Avenue, Harrington Avenue, and the area around Route 62 and North Main Street. The City of Barre has opened a shelter at Barre Auditorium for those displaced by flooding.

Roads will be closed and re-open overnight as conditions change; visit 511vt.com for a list of state road closures. Please respect all state and local detours and never walk or drive across a flooded road as floodwaters could have dangerous undercurrents or hide road washouts.

DEMHS staff is working with the representatives from the Agency of Transportation, state search and rescue, the Vermont State Police, and Vermont National Guard to provide assets and assistance to cities and towns. Any community needing assistance should contact the VT DEMHS Watch Officer through established channels.

Homeowners who have suffered flooding in their homes are cautioned to ensure no contaminants have entered their home with the floodwaters. Those re-entering homes are also advised to have electrical systems inspected by a licensed electrician before turning power back on to the house. Before evacuating your home in a flood you should always turn off the main breaker in your home if you have time to do so.

The state Emergency Operations Center will remain activated overnight and throughout Monday if needed.
Section I – MRAPs

The State of California

School Shooter Drill Challenges California City Correctional Facility Officers

Section I – MRAPs

The State of Colorado – Thank you from Children's Services

Note: Photo is a representation
Section I – MRAPs
The State of California – Man arrested after chase, lockdown at Keys Marina

Section I – MRAPs
The State of Utah – Military transport or armored ambulance?
Meet Unified PD's new ride

http://www.ksl.com/?sid=36557301&nid=148
Section II – HMMWV
The State of Michigan – Logger Saved

Around 11:30am today the Sheriff's Office humvee was called in to help extricate a logger who was hit in the head with a tree. The humvee was able to reach back into the woods and with a stokes basket the victim was transported out by the humvee. Mayville Ambulance and MMR continued the transport to the hospital. Kingston Fire/Rescue also responded to the scene.
Good Morning Dan,

I wanted to share these photos attached above that Dewey Beach Chief Sam Mackert sent me Saturday of their LESO obtained equipment, They used during the Nor’easter storm Delaware had this weekend.

As you can see in the email below, Dewey’s Chief wrote: Had it not been for the LESO equipment we would have not been able to get down a lot of streets in our Town during this NE Storm.

Once again Thank You to the whole LESO Team for the work and help you provide the Delaware Law Enforcement Agencies.

Thank You,

Leland Lester Hobbs

Supply, Storage & Distribution Coordinator LESO & WMD

Delaware Emergency Management Agency
Section III – Aircraft’s
The State of Arizona – Arizona Department of Public Safety Digest
DPS Aviation Bureau welcomes Skytruck aircraft

“On June 18, 2015, the DPS Aviation Bureau accepted delivery of two PZL M-28 Skytruck airplanes. The delivery of these multi-engine turboprop aircraft marks the first time in the 52 year history of DPS Aviation that the agency has acquired aircraft through the US Government’s 1033 program.

The aircraft were previously operated by the U.S. Air Force Special Forces Group in theatres worldwide. The specific aircraft became available to DPS when the military announced the downsizing of its Skytruck fleet.

The aircraft, previously designated as the C-145A with the military, are based on the Russian designed Antonov AN-28 aircraft, but built and certified by the PZL Mielcein Aerospace Company in Poland. PZL is a subsidiary of the American based Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation. Although Russian and then Polish based, the aircraft are highly modified with United States components and standards. The value of each aircraft is $14 million. The total cost for DPS to acquire these two aircraft under the 1033 program is zero dollars.”
Section IV – Misc. Items

The State of Colorado – Watercraft providing safety patrol

I was wanting to pass on these pictures of a pontoon boat we received through the 1033 program. Without the 1033 program we would not have had an opportunity to provide this level of emergency response on the July 4th holiday.

Attached are photos showing LPCSO’s pontoon watercraft providing safety patrol on Vallecito Lake July 3rd as people enjoyed water sports and gathered for the annual fireworks display. Rescue swimmers from Upper Pine Fire accompanied the LPCSO craft in the event there were any mishaps on the lake. LPCSO Patrol Deputies and the LPCSO Emergency Communications vehicle were also present to enhance safety and emergency response.

Investigator Joe Gabbard
La Plata County Sheriffs Office
742 Turner Dr. Durango, CO
Section IV – Misc. Items
The State of Colorado – Southern Colorado Police Receives Military Gear

Article: http://www.kktv.com/home/headlines/Southern-Colorado-Police-Department--314806511.html
Section IV – Misc. Items
The State of North Carolina – Law Enforcement support services (less) – Military Surplus Property

From: Kimberly (Kim) Nielsen Cummings
“Our agency has acquired various equipment and supplies saving thousands of tax payer dollars.”

“These are a few of the items we have obtained through the LESS program. As you can see this program offers a valuable resource to the citizens of Brunswick County where we can obtain equipment at no cost other than the expense to pick it up or have it shipped. These items alone total $798,188.00 and this represents only a portion of property we have been able to acquire through the less program.”
Section IV – Misc. Items
The State of New York– 1033 Property Saves a Life

TO LESO / DLA DISPO PO:

We have received the e-mail copied below and the attached press release from SGT Brian Matthews, Greenburgh PD (GPD) 2YTETS, 188 Tarrytown Rd, White Plains NY 10607, reporting their second lifesaving use of 1033 Program tourniquet and first aid kit, this time on a GPD retired police officer who was shot twice by criminal after interrupting a burglary in progress at a neighbor’s home. SGT Matthews reports PD is thankful to have tourniquets and first aid kits. Agency contact information is in e-mail below.

From New York’s 1033 Program, “BRAVO ZULU” to all at DLA Disposition Services who helped get these lifesaving tourniquets to Greenburgh PD. Thanks. Bill Holt/SPOC.

Bill Holt
1033 Program, State Point of Contact
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MEDIA RELEASE

POLICE DEPARTMENT
TOWN OF GREENBURGH
188 TARRYTOWN RD
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10607-1699
TEL: (914) 988-1700
FAX: (914) 949-7116

DATE: July 13, 2015

Incident: Shooting of Retired Greenburgh Police Officer

At approximately 3:45pm today, retired police officer Peter Schmidt confronted apparent burglars as they were walking from the rear of #5 Payne Road in the Elmsford section of this Township. Officer Schmidt lives in the neighborhood and knew the house was unoccupied at the time. After a brief discussion, one of the subjects shot Schmidt twice, once in the arm and once in the torso. Schmidt’s son, an active Greenburgh Police Officer (off-duty at the time) ran to the scene and observed the suspects leaving the scene in a blue BMW. Officer Peter Schmidt Jr. immediately relayed this information containing the license plate number of the suspect vehicle to Greenburgh Police. Within minutes, the City of Yonkers Police Department advised that they had the vehicle stopped on the Sprain Brook Parkway in the area of the Cross County Parkway. The subjects were positively identified and placed under arrest. Officer Schmidt is in stable condition at this time at the Westchester County Medical Center.

In compliance with Disciplinary Rule 7-107A of the Code of Professional Responsibility, you are advised that a charge is merely an accusation and that a defendant is presumed innocent until and unless proven guilty.

Lt. Michael D’Alessio
Public Information Officer
(914) 988-1743
Carlos,

“Attached are photo’s of our New firing range. It was recently built and will be used by several local state and federal law enforcement agencies.

This range was built with numerous pieces of equipment obtained thru the LESO program.

I thought this may be helpful to you in some way.”

Sincerely

Sergeant Paul Vincent
Caribou Police Department
Section IV – Misc. Items
The State of Kentucky – Arson Investigation

Henderson County Sheriff’s Office

20 North Main Street
Henderson, Ky. 42420
(270) 826-2713

Ed Brady
Sheriff

David Crafton
Chief Deputy

08/03/2015

On June 15th, 2015 there was a suspicious fire at a mobile home in Henderson County where a young female died inside the home as a result of the incident. The Kentucky State Police arson investigator was called to investigate the fire. On 08/24/2015 the State Police arson investigator requested that we bring our military C-Truck to the scene to remove the remainder of the roof from the mobile home so he could safely search through the remaining debris.

The arson investigator stated that what the C-Truck had done in 30 minutes it would have taken him three days to do. The DLA has permission to use this information to publish in the DLA newsletter.

Ed Brady, Sheriff
Hi Don and Frank,

Just wanted to let you know we have used excess property equipment during the last couple of weeks in surveillance of a house. I was able to watch the subject at night walking in his yard with the usage of the thermal and night vision. Without these two items, we would had never gained sight of him, and would not had known he was present. This was good information to know since we were located across the street. We were in a stand off with this subject several weeks ago. GSP Swat took him down early this morning after we did surveillance on his home again last night. I felt a lot more safe and comfortable being able to keep eyes on his property and wood line. We also used clothing and backpacks from the program in spending hours in the woods. The total money amount of the equipment being used totaled approximately 20,000 at no cost to the Sheriff's Office.

Thanks again,

Chad

Note: Photos are representations